Effect of Graphene Oxide-Boron Nitride-Based Dual Fillers on Mechanical Behavior of Epoxy/Glass Fiber Composites
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Graphene and its derivatives have excellent properties such as high surface area, thermal, and mechanical strength, and this fact made the researchers promote them as the possible filler material for fiber-matrix composite. The current research deals with validation on the effect of graphene oxide boron nitride filler over mechanical and thermal stability of epoxy glass fiber polymer matrix composite. The objective of this experimental investigation is to develop glass fiber reinforced polymer composites with hybrid filler addition. The matrix material selected is epoxy resin, whereas the glass fiber is selected as reinforcement, while boron nitride and graphene oxide are chosen as fillers. Compression moulding methodology is followed to develop the composites with the constant percentage of fiber loading, graphene oxide filler, and varying boron nitride content from 0 to 3 wt.% at an equal interval of 1 wt.% The developed composite is analyzed for mechanical properties, and the fractured surface is analyzed through the scanning electron microscope. The addition of hybrid fillers enhances the fiber-matrix bonding strength and improves the thermal and mechanical properties up to a specific limit. Thermal gravimetric analysis was conducted to understand the thermal behavior of composite. The results revealed that the addition of filler improved the thermal stability of the composites.

1. Introduction

In recent years, polymer-based materials have attained substantial consideration in the fabrication of newer materials for higher appreciable electronics [1], packaging [2], and building applications. Mainly, epoxy resins have gained more interest owing to their better basic and functional properties. Epoxy-based polymers are the thermosetting resins widely used in developing advanced materials owing to their outstanding properties, including durability, stiffness, low toxicity, and lightweight with lower cost. Herein, excellent insulation with better cohesion properties of epoxy makes them recommend efficient material for insulation packing purposes. These resins are employed in various industrial applications that too mainly in the transport industries. Conversely, the stiffness of epoxy resin primarily depends on the existence of crosslinking density. Still, the occurrence of higher crosslink density might lead to the formation of brittle fracture with minor deformations [3, 4].

In recent days, many material scientists consider glass fibers as better reinforcement to improve epoxy resin properties due to their superior thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties. These synthetic fibers have better mechanical strength that includes elasticity with low weight. Glass fiber
delivers better thermal properties with a high tensile strength that led to the improvement in its more comprehensive range of applications and are also considered as the candidate material to use as reinforcement in composites. Glass fibers have better thermal stability and dimensional stability that initiates their usage in various technological applications [5, 6]. In the last few years, material researchers focus on developing advanced materials to decrease fuel [7–10] consumption in transport industries [11–13]. Hence, incorporation of these fibers in polymer material will confidently improve the stiffness, flexibility, and strength. The combination of epoxy/glass fiber composites is also majorly used in the electronic industry in developing printed circuit boards. However, the usage of glass fiber in a polymer matrix showcases poor interfacial bonding. This fact results in the interface problem and led to crack formation and composite failures. The matrix or the polymer transfers the applied load over the fibers herein; lower interfacial bonding results in composite failure. Hence, the enhancement of interfacial bonding is a challenging task for researchers. Various methods have been adopted to improve interfacial attraction bonding among the reinforcement and matrix, such as coating and chemical grafting [14, 15]. Among the various techniques, nanofiller usage is considered a better way to improve the matrix's toughness and strength without compromising its essential properties. It already has proven that the incorporation of metallic, metal oxide, carbon derivative material, and ceramic material increases base matrix material's mechanical, and thermal stability.

Conversely, to attain a satisfactory thermal strength level, a higher percentage of filler materials are needed; however, it will decrease the mechanical properties. Usage of hybrid filler materials gains recent attention in improving composite materials' functional properties by combining inorganic and organic materials. Carbon-based material such as CNT, graphene, and nitride-based material such as boron nitride has many properties to enhance composite material’s basic and functional properties [16–18]. In recent days, various ceramic materials have been added to epoxy resin to fabricate electrically insulative epoxy-based polymer matrix composites [19–21].

The high filler loading was essential to attain the preferred thermal properties with a sudden failure in composite mechanical strength. Among carbon base fillers, graphene is considered a better nanomaterial with high thermal properties than CNT. Some researchers found that the incorporation of graphene in a neat epoxy showcases better strength [22]. However, higher electrical conductivity and cost limit the graphene-based fillers in developing composites for electronic packaging industries where electrical insulation is needed [23, 24].

Synthesis of graphene is relatively expensive and complex; furthermore, extraordinary efforts must be made to attain an inexpensive method to make graphene and its related derivatives materials. The graphene family includes graphene oxide, graphene nanosheet, graphene nanoplatelet, reduced graphene oxide, and multilayered graphene. Among them, the synthesis of graphene oxide is considered a more accessible and cheaper way compared with graphene. GO has a single atomic layer synthesis by oxidation and exfoliation of graphite flakes, abundant, and low cost.

GO is an exfoliated form of graphene, with oxygen-based functional groups and easily dispersed in water. GO was used as the additive for various polymers that improve the tensile strength, electrical, and thermal properties of base matrix material [25–28]. There are few types of research in which hybrid fillers are used to improve epoxy resin properties. In this, graphene-based fillers are used to improve the interfacial compatibility of polymer glass fiber composites. The hand layup method was adopted to fabricate polymer matrix composite with graphene filler (up to 1 wt.%).

Further, the developed composite was processed under saline water ageing to improve its potential application in marine-based applications. Observations depict that incorporating graphene fillers up to 0.5 wt.% increases the developed composite's thermomechanical properties and found that graphene addition hinders the composite's water absorption capability 36.3% [29].

The adopted compression moulding method developed graphene filler (up to 0.7 wt.%) reinforced epoxy glass fiber composite and examined the composites' thermomechanical properties. Results revealed that graphenes add up to 0.5 wt.% increases the flexural modulus and flexural strength modulus up to 20% and 21.1% [30]. Boron nitride was used as filler material by Tang and coworkers to develop epoxy-glass fiber composite by using a hot compression method and investigates its thermomechanical behavior. Results depict that BN's addition increases the thermal behavior and 7% improvement in flexural strength [31]. Ren and coworkers used a hybrid form of graphene-boron nitride nanosheet to develop epoxy composite to enhance its functional properties. Results depict that loading of hybrid filler up to 5 wt.% showcases significant improvement in its thermal conductivity (140%) and electrically insulation in developed composite [32]. The adopted compression moulding method developed epoxy composite with a varying percentage of graphene oxide and a constant titanium dioxide percentage [33, 34]. The research group observed that the incorporation of hybrid filler exhibits significant improvement in its thermomechanical properties. Additions of hybrid filler display a 59% increment in tensile behavior and 79% improvement in flexural strength while relating with neat epoxy resin [35].

A clear-cut literature survey incorporating hybrid filler material in the epoxy matrix promotes better interfacial bonding between matrix and reinforcement. Usage of graphene oxide and boron nitride in the polymer matrix exhibits better improvement in matrix material’s thermomechanical properties. Researchers have investigated various combinations of hybrid fillers; however, there are limited studies on incorporating graphene oxide and boron nitride in epoxy-glass fiber composite. The addition of graphene oxide up to 1 wt.% showcases better mechanical strength. Hence, an attempt has been made to explore the conditional influence of graphene oxide and boron nitride over epoxy glass fiber polymer matrix composites in this research.
2. Materials and Methods

In this research, LY 556 grade epoxy resin and HY951 hardener \((C_8H_{18}N_4)\) with a gelling time of 2 to 3 h were selected as the base polymer matrix. The resin mentioned above and hardener combinations have unique properties such as acceptable dimensional stability and fiber impregnations with a lower viscosity range. 200 GSM, glass fiber was used as reinforcement to improve the desirable properties of epoxy resin. Recent studies also revealed that glass fiber up to 30 wt.% exhibits better mechanical strength; hence, 30% of glass fiber is kept constant to develop a novel composite. Graphene oxide with an average sheet thickness of 20 nm was synthesized by a low-cost chemical exfoliation method, namely, modified hummer’s method, and is already reported in our previous work [36]. Based on available kinds of literature, it can be depicted that the usage of GO up to 1 wt.% delivers excellent strength; hence 1 wt.% of GO was set as a control sample. The same has been studies with the trial and error method, and it has been observed that above 1 wt.% of GO expected outcome has not been attained. Different samples have been made with and without the addition of fillers and also in mono form. Based on the observation, composite developed without filler material and with monofilbers showcase lower strength while compared with hybrid filler-based composite. And the influence of the graphene derivatives was depicted in various literature states that beyond 1 wt.% of GO, the decremental effect has been observed for the matrix material due to its poor interfacial bonding. Hence, GO was made as a constant control sample [35, 37]. Boron nitride purchased from Sigma Aldrich was an addition filler with varying wt.% 1, 2, 3 wt.%. Characterization of purchased boron nitride (~1 μm) was already reported in our previous work [38]. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) depict the SEM images of used filler materials.

Lay-up coupled compression moulding approach was adapted to developed polymer composite. As per the research hypothesis, a measured amount of GO and BN was added to ethanol solvent, and the attained mixture was ultrasonicated for about one hour. The resultant solution was mixed with epoxy resin. To attain homogenous dispersion of hybrid filler material over resin, the mixture was stirred using mechanical stirred at the rpm of 1200 for about 2 h. After the stirring process, the HY951 hardener was added to the mixture at the ratio of 1:10 and further stirred for about 5 minutes. Initially, the hand layup method was adopted for coating the simultaneous mixture over both sides of glass fiber. \(270 \times 270 \times 30 \text{ mm}^3\) size flat mould was used for stacking the 10 layers of resin-coated glass fabric. Degasifying process is followed after the stacking [39, 40]. Followed by degassing, the stacked layers were hot-pressed at 15 MPa of pressure and further allowed for the curing process. The same procedure was used for graphene oxide-boron nitride-epoxy-glass fiber composites with a constant percentage of GO and varying percentage of BN (1, 2, 3 wt.%). Some trials have been made with the combination of filler materials with glass fiber in mono form viz. 1 wt.% GO with glass fiber and 1 wt.% BN with glass fiber. However, the samples fabricated with the addition of filler material in mono form exhibit minimal improvement while composite fabricated hybrid filler loading. Further, this research is based on the influence of dual filler materials on polymer matrix composite mechanical behavior; hence, the combinational results of the composite under mono form have been neglected. Table 1 shows the experimental plan for composite development.

3. Characterization of Material

BRUKER made an X-ray diffractometer that was utilized for the confirmation of graphene oxide. Raman spectrometer (HORIBA France SAS) was used to identify the band gap and oxidation state of graphene oxide. The composite’s tensile, flexural, and compressive behavior was evaluated using ASTM D 638, ASTM D 790, and ASTM D6484 standard. To investigate the flexural and tensile strength of composite, 2 mm/min crosshead speed was adopted with a sample dimension of \(135 \times 19 \times 3 \text{ mm}^3\) (tensile test specimen) and \(125 \times 13 \times 3 \text{ mm}^3\) (flexural test specimen). To attain precise results, in this research, all the experiments were conducted three times, and average mean values were taken. JEOL JSM6610LV made scanning electron microscopy that was adopted for fracture surface analysis. Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out for the samples under the nitrogen gas atmosphere with a 20°C/min heating rate using an alumina pan.

4. Results

4.1. XRD and Raman Spectrum Graphene Oxide. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) depict the XRD and Raman spectrum analysis of graphene oxide synthesis using a modified hummers method. Herein, the narrow diffraction peak at 9.3° is the characteristic peak of carbon at (001). Also, the peaks reveal the presence of water molecules in between the layer of the carbon sheet and the oxygen functional group’s existence. The presence of minor peaks near the range of 18 to 23° indicates that synthesized graphene oxide was partially linked with oxygen atoms. Diffraction peak near 26.5° is related to graphite with (002) plane and exposes an interlayer distance of graphene.

Diffraction peak at 42.2° related to (100) plane with 2.12 Å d-spacing is evident for the successful formation of graphene oxide from graphite flakes. Raman spectrum of synthesized graphene oxide was depicted in Figure 2(b) consisting of G band and D band. This G band is related to the first-order scattering of carbon bonding, and the D band indicates the defects associated with grain boundaries with vacancies. Herein, 1588 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1351 cm\(^{-1}\) are the G band, and the D band’s characteristic peaks confirm the lattice distortions. The D band intensity mainly depends on the oxygen atom over the graphene oxide surface and the defect [41–43].

4.2. Effect of Fillers on Tensile Behavior of Composite. The experimental data collected from the tensile test of epoxy/glass fiber/GO/BN composites with different BN% is plotted as Figure 3. It is clear from the plot that the ultimate tensile strength of GO filler added glass fiber reinforced epoxy
composites increases with every addition of BN up to 2%. In contrast, the ultimate tensile strength reduces by 3% addition. Similarly, the elongation % of the prepared composite also increases with the addition of BN filler. The addition of BN and GO in the composite as filler improves the bonding between reinforcement and matrix, enhancing the load transferring capability between the matrix and reinforcement.

This enhances load transferring ability results in an improvement in tensile behavior for up to 2%. But an increasing percentage of BN addition results in property decrement, which may be due to the weakening of bonding strength due to discontinuity caused by the higher number of fillers in the matrix [44]. The addition of fillers in the matrix results in tightening the polymer matrix structure, which will also be hindered from free transferral from the polymer matrix composite [45, 46]. On the other hand, the elongation ability of the polymer matrix is significantly reduced when added with the BN and GO filler materials, whereas it reduced further for every addition of BN filler, as shown in Figure 3. Elongation % is an indicator of the ductile nature of a material, and the material which has a higher elongation percentage is termed as more ductile.

In contrast, the material with lower elongation is named brittle. In general, polymers have a modest capability to elongate, wherein the addition of fillers deduce the ductile nature and becomes more brittle for every additional BN filler. The presence of these microparticles in the polymer affects the free movement of polymer molecules. It makes it more rigid, resulting in less elongation, i.e., polymer matrix becomes more brittle.

### 4.3. Effect of Fillers on Flexural Behavior of Composite.

Figure 4 illustrates the flexural and flexural modulus of the developed polymer matrix composite with various BN inclusions. BN and GO fillers in glass fiber reinforced epoxy matrix improvise the flexural modulus and strength. And the addition of BN filler up to 2% causes better flexural modulus and strength values, and accumulation of fillers over 2% results in flexural property decrement. This improvement in flexural strength is endorsed to better bonding among filler, fiber reinforcement, and matrix.

These BN particles are linked with polymer chains and form a stronger mechanical bonding that helps transfer flexural stress through the links to other chains. Due to this process, if one chain fallouts due to applied load, the others link will support composite material structure. By this fact, the damages of whole samples might be controlled. Entanglement of filler material over epoxy chain forms hurdles for moving of chains at external load. The polymer chain entanglement is initiating from the weak interfaces between matrix and reinforcement that improvise the flexural strength [47]. These BN particles have the mechanical interlocking characteristic that enhances interfacial adhesion between reinforcements and matrix, increasing flexural strength [48, 49].

Further, this filler material is efficient in acting as a coupling agent for organic and inorganic functional groups in advanced composite; this fact increases the molecular interactions between the matrix and reinforcement. Improvement in flexural strength is also owing to the uniform dispersion of fillers over the matrix. The addition of BN filler above 2% exhibits a decremental trend in flexural strength compared with a composite made with 2 wt.% filler. The addition of BN particles firmly holds the glass fabric layers that increase the flexural strength of composite; however, the addition of filler material above 2 wt.% exhibits decremental flexural strength that might be owing to agglomeration of BN [50, 51]. This cluster formation increases the collision of the particles during the sonication process. This fact increases the viscosity of matrix and hybrid filler suspension and creates inferior wetting among them. Likewise, higher loading of BN (above 2 wt.%) increases the Van der Waals forces among the resin and filler material that results in poor
dispersion; this fact decreases the flexural strength of the advanced composite. Flexural modulus, which is calculated from the flexural load versus displacement curve [52], also increases for every addition of BN fillers up to 2%, and further addition of BN fillers results in the decrement of flexural modulus. The added fillers enhance the load transferring capability and improve the matrix and reinforcement interface, which improves the property of advanced composites.

4.4. Effect of Fillers on Compressive Behavior of Composite. The experimental results of the compression test are plotted in Figure 5, which confirms that the glass fiber reinforced epoxy composites’ compressive strength improves with GO and BN fillers’ addition. Significant improvement in compression strength of the composites is visible for every addition of BN fillers. As the reinforced GO and BN fillers have more rigidity and compressive strength than the polymer matrix, it gives better resistance to the compressive force.

The load-carrying ability of the added fillers results in the enhancement of the compression behavior of the epoxy matrix. The added BN and GO particles fill the voids and space between the chains of polymers created during polymerization, increasing stiffness and reducing strain. Further, bonding between the polymer matrix and fiber plays a vital role in compression strength. The addition of hybrid fillers enhances the bonding strength between the matrix and fiber, which improves compressive strength [53].

4.5. Fracture Surface Morphology of Developed Composite. Figures 6(a)–6(d) show the fractured surface of the polymer matrix composites, which helps to identify the fracture system. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) that belongs to the polymer
composites without filler material clearly shows the fiber debonding from the matrix. This shows the lack of interface strength between the matrix and reinforced fiber which leads to uncomplicated fracture of the material, and hence, the load required to deformation is more minor, i.e., strength decreases. This less bonding between the fiber and matrix results in large fiber pull out and consequently less resistance to fracture. Figure 6(c) is belonging to the fractures surface of the 1 wt.% BN filler added polymer composite. It also shows the EDS results of the same developed composite, which confirms the presence of fillers.

The fractured surface of the filler reinforced polymer composite shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d) indicates the adhesion’s improvement between the fiber and the matrix. Sticking of matrix and filler materials can be visualized from the filler’s fractured surface added PMCs shown in Figures 6(c) and 6(d). This improvement in bonding between the composites constitutions results in improved strength. On the other hand, the fibers pulled out from the matrix are clean, and there are hardly some materials stuck over the fibers, as shown in Figure 6(b), which is a fractured surface of the PMC without fillers. The crack formed at the plastic deformation’s initial stage has to cross the numerous fillers and fiber-matrix interfaces that hinder the crack propagation. The fillers’ hindrance forces the crack to change the direction, which increases crack length, or the fillers have to be fractured during cracking, requiring a large amount of energy. So, the incorporation of BN and GO fillers over

![Figure 4: Flexural behavior of advanced composite.](image)

![Figure 5: The compression strength of the developed composite.](image)
glass fiber-epoxy polymer composites results in improved strength [31, 35, 54].

4.6. Effect of Fillers on Thermal Stability of Developed Composite. The thermal behavior of GO and BN was carried out by adopting thermal gravimetric analysis. Figure 7 showed the thermal stability of composites for incorporating filler material addition with varying weight percentages. Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted between 50 and 600°C, and attained weight percentage is reported. It can be visualized from Figure 7 that the addition of filler material in matrix material increases the thermal stability while compared with the sample S1 with nil filler addition. Herein, the base sample (S1) thermal degradation occurs from 50 to 340°C at a mass loss of 29%.

Further, the mass loss is minimal for an increasing percentage of filler material. For the sample (S4) with higher filler loading, thermal degradation occurs after 420°C. This may be due to the hindering effect of hybrid filler material that confines the polymer chain decomposition and movement. Likewise, thermal stability is higher for the samples with higher loading of filler material. It was due to the incorporation of higher stable filler materials, viz. GO and BN.

5. Conclusions

Glass fiber reinforced epoxy matrix composite with hybrid GO and BN fillers are fabricated through compression moulding and analyzed for tensile, flexural, and compressive properties. XRD and Raman spectroscopy results depict the proper exfoliations of GO through low cost modified hummers approach. The hybrid GO, and BN filler’s addition improves the epoxy matrix composite’s tensile properties by enhancing the load transfer efficiency and interface strength. The total order of BN wt.% results in a decremental trend in elongation of the developed composite up to ~31%. Higher addition of BN fillers over 2% resulted in decreased tensile and flexural strength due to particle aggregation and poor bonding. Developed polymer composite becomes more brittle for every addition of BN filler due to hindrance in molecule movement. Compression strength increases with GO and BN fillers’ addition, whereas it increases with every BN
addition. The thermal stability increases with the addition of the fillers. The incorporation of hybrid filler increases the thermal stability of the developed composite. The developed composite may use in making bumpers, blades, pump housings, motor covers, and developing structural parts in aircraft.
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